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Abstract10

Chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling (CLOU) is an efficient process for solid fuel 11

combustion with CO2 capture. This process requires a material that is capable of releasing gaseous 12

O2 within a high temperature window. Screening was performed of reactive CuO-based oxygen 13

carriers prepared for the CLOU process with magnetic properties for easy separation from solid 14

fuel ashes. The effects of the CuO fraction, method of preparation (with prior preparation of the 15

magnetic Fe-Mn support or by direct mixing of Cu, Fe and Mn oxides) and calcination conditions16

on oxygen carrier performance were studied. Three oxygen carriers were chosen owing to their 17

good Cu activity, reactivity and magnetism, and were prepared by fluidized-bed granulation for 18

evaluation in a batch fluidized bed reactor. Two of these, both with a 30% CuO content, showed 19

similar performance throughout the process. One was prepared by physically mixing components 20

with a Mn/Fe ratio of 1:1, and the other was prepared using a previously calcined Fe-Mn support, 21

mixed with CuO. Both oxygen carriers showed high reactivity for gaseous oxygen release, 22

sustained reactivity and magnetism with redox cycles, in addition to low attrition rates and no 23

agglomeration problems. 24

25
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The energy generation sector is responsible for producing a significant part of anthropogenic CO228

emissions in the atmosphere, reaching 33.3 GtCO2 in 2019. Moreover, emissions from fossil fuels 29

represent around 80% of the world’s primary energy demand. In order to meet the 2015 Paris 30

Agreement’s goal of limiting global temperature increase to values lower than 2 ºC by 2100, it is 31

necessary to reduce CO2 emissions [1]. Among different actions needed, carbon capture and32

storage (CCS) technologies should play an important role. Chemical looping combustion (CLC)33

is considered a highly efficient means of CO2 capture. Moreover, it has a very low energy penalty 34

and lower costs than other CO2 capture technologies because CO2 separation and capture are 35

inherent to the process. In the CLC process, combustion takes place without direct contact 36

between fuel and air. The combustion oxygen is supplied to the fuel reactor (FR) by a metal oxide 37

(MexOy), which is reduced to MexOy-1. The metal oxide is regenerated with air inside an 38

interconnected air reactor (AR). The fuel is oxidized to CO2 and H2O inside the fuel reactor. The 39

total enthalpy is the same as that of conventional combustion but with no inherent energy penalty 40

for the process. After water condensation, a highly concentrated CO2 stream is ready for storage.41

This technology shows great promise for power plants because of its inherent CO2 capture. 42

A number of reviews can be found that focus on CLC and CLC with solid fuels by Adánez et al 43

and Lyngfelt et al. [2, 3], respectively. The CLC process was adapted for solid fuels by combining 44

fuel gasification in the fuel reactor with the combustion of gasification products (in-situ 45

gasification Chemical Looping, iG-CLC) or by using oxygen carriers that can release gaseous 46

oxygen under given operating conditions (chemical looping with oxygen uncoupling, CLOU) [2].47

Figure 1 is a process diagram for solid fuel combustion including steps to improve the process 48

when required, such as carbon stripping and oxygen polishing. A carbon stripper recirculates 49

unconverted char to the fuel reactor in order to improve its conversion. Unconverted gases (CO, 50

H2 and CH4) can appear together with CO2 and H2O and may require the use of an oxygen 51

polishing unit to introduce pure oxygen in order to complete combustion.52

53
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54

Figure 1. Conceptual schematic for the CLC process with solid fuels.55

56

The use of oxygen carrier material with high reactivity and attrition resistance is the cornerstone 57

of the Chemical Looping technology. Economical oxygen carriers, such as ilmenite, iron and 58

manganese ores, and iron containing wastes (red mud, LD slag) have mainly been proposed for 59

use with solid fuel to operate under the iG-CLC mechanism [2]. These oxygen carriers supply 60

lattice oxygen for the redox reaction. For combustion under the CLOU mechanism, CuO and 61

Mn3O4-based oxygen carriers [4-7], and mixed oxides such as Cu-Mn [8, 9] and calcium 62

manganite materials with a perovskite structure [10-14] have been proposed. Mixed oxides 63

containing Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca and Ti have also been used as oxygen carriers for solid fuel 64

combustion. Depending on composition (molar ratio of metal oxides) and calcination conditions,65

different oxygen carriers can be obtained that are capable of supplying lattice oxygen [15-18], 66

gaseous oxygen [7, 19-24] or both [18, 25-31]. 67

The oxygen carrier must be reactive and attrition-resistant. These properties affect the inventory 68

of oxygen carrier needed to achieve conversion of the fuel and the cost of its makeup in order to69

maintain the inventory of solids in the system. The main additional costs for solid fuel CLC are70

those involved with supplying oxygen for the oxygen polishing step and with oxygen carrier 71

makeup. During the combustion of solid fuels by iG-CLC, lattice oxygen is supplied by the 72

oxygen carrier and combustion in the fuel reactor is not complete. The CO2 and H2O stream 73
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contains significant amounts of unburnt gases (CO, H2, CH4). Completing the combustion of gases74

requires an oxygen polishing unit that uses pure oxygen in order to obtain a pure CO2 stream after 75

water condensation. The fraction of pure oxygen required in relation to the total oxygen needed 76

for solid fuel combustion, referred to as oxygen demand, takes values from 5% to 15%. The 77

oxygen polishing step can be eliminated by burning solids using CLOU oxygen carriers with a 78

high oxygen release capacity [2].  79

In solid fuel CLC, oxygen carrier losses are due to ash draining and attrition of fines. The 80

separation and reuse of the oxygen carrier would allow the costs of their preparation and the 81

overall process to be reduced. The separation of the oxygen carrier from drained ashes and 82

recovered fines can either be performed by hydrodynamic separation using differences in density 83

and particle size, or by magnetic separation [2]. Magnetic separation is performed at temperatures 84

lower that of the Curie point of the oxygen carrier. Thus, the use of CLOU oxygen carriers with 85

magnetic properties that allow the oxygen polishing step to be avoided and enable their reuse by 86

magnetic separation from the solid fuel ashes will provide a significant cost reduction for the 87

process of solid fuel combustion by CLC.88

Metal oxides used as oxygen carriers in the CLOU process need to release oxygen at high 89

temperatures and also to be regenerated at high temperatures. A number of CuO-based oxygen 90

carriers were developed and tested for the CLOU combustion of coal and biomass [4-6]. These 91

oxygen carriers were shown to have high oxygen release rates and a high CLOU transport 92

capacity. High CO2 capture efficiencies and complete combustion of gases from the fuel reactor 93

were obtained while avoiding the need for an oxygen polishing step [4-6]. Cu-Mn mixed oxides 94

were also developed and tested in a 1.5 kWth continuous unit for coal and biomass combustion by 95

the CLOU process with complete combustion of fuel reactor gases and high CO2 capture [8, 9, 96

19, 32-34]. CuO-based oxygen carriers are able to operate at higher temperatures than those Cu-97

Mn carriers without experiencing agglomeration problems [5, 6]. Mn-based mixed oxides with a 98

perovskite structure, mainly CaMnO3 doped with Mg or Ti, were shown to release some gaseous 99

oxygen and also supply lattice oxygen. These materials performed well with gaseous fuel 100
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combustion [35-37]. However, the oxygen they released when used with solid fuel combustion 101

was not sufficient to achieve complete combustion to CO2 and H2O [38-41]. 102

Certain oxygen carriers have been found to have magnetic properties, such as Fe-Mn mixed 103

oxides [16, 25, 42], Cu-Mn [11] and ilmenite [43]. Gyllén et al. did not provide a detailed 104

characterization of the magnetic properties of ilmenite-biomass ashes, but they showed that the 105

magnetic separation of ilmenite from the biomass ashes obtained in a 12 MWth CFB boiler was 106

feasible [43]. Different Cu-Mn mixed oxides can be obtained by varying the CuO/Mn3O4 ratio 107

and calcination temperature used during preparation [44]. Wang et al. [11] found that a CuMn2O4108

mixed oxide was responsible for the magnetic properties of an oxygen carrier prepared by 109

impregnating a manganese ore with CuO.110

Mn-Fe mixed oxides can generate gaseous oxygen owing to gaseous oxygen released by the111

decomposition of bixbyite [(MnxFe1-x)2O3] to spinel [(MnxFe1-x)3O4] [17]. The spinel phase, which 112

is always oxidized to bixbyite with long oxidation times, is responsible for their magnetic 113

behaviour. Perez-Vega et al. [26] performed a screening of Mn-rich oxygen carriers based on 114

temperature range for the CLOU process. The effect of the Mn/Mn+Fe molar ratio in materials115

doped with TiO2 on the decomposition and regeneration of bixbyite to spinel was studied by 116

Abian et al. [25, 45]. Most of the materials were sintered at 1200 ºC for 2 hours, and magnetic 117

particles were obtained at an Fe/Mn molar ratio from 0.28 to 0.66 as a result of the increased 118

formation of a spinel crystal structure [45]. Perez-Vega et al. [16] optimized the sintering process 119

in order to obtain reactive and resistant particles with a Mn/Fe ratio of 0.77 and found an 120

association between sintering temperature and spinel phase formation, which was related to the 121

magnetic character of the oxygen carrier [42]. In order to obtain permanent magnetic properties,122

it was necessary to inertize the spinel phase by generating a spinel phase with very low reactivity.123

124

The oxygen transport capacity of Mn-Fe mixed oxides prepared for CLOU is usually low. Their 125

use in solid fuel combustion would allow some improvements over oxygen carriers that only 126

operate by lattice oxygen supply, typically under the iG-CLC mechanism. Perez-Vega et al. [16]127

developed a Mn-Fe mixed oxide containing a Mn/Fe molar ratio of 0.77:0.23 that was tested in a 128
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continuous CLC unit for the combustion of a subbituminous coal, syngas and CH4. The particles 129

maintained their magnetic behaviour after the combustion tests, both in reduced and oxidized 130

forms.131

This investigation proposes the use of an Mn-Fe mixed oxide as support for CuO in order to obtain 132

an oxygen carrier with high CLOU capacity combined with magnetic properties. For this, the 133

oxygen carrier particles are required to preserve their magnetic properties after use in the process 134

at high temperature, under both oxidizing and reducing environments. Optimal Mn/Fe ratio and135

calcination conditions were evaluated by Perez-Vega et al. [42]. After a balance between low 136

reactivity and high relative magnetic permeability, materials with a Mn/Fe molar ratio of 0.5 and 137

calcined at temperatures between 1200 °C and 1400 ºC would be used as the support for other 138

active metal oxides [42]. 139

The aim of this work was to develop Cu-based oxygen carriers with an oxygen release capacity 140

suitable for solid fuel combustion by the CLOU process that have magnetic properties originated 141

by an Fe-Mn mixed oxide support for their easy separation from ashes at temperatures lower than 142

the Curie point. Moreover, preparation conditions were optimized in order to obtain a highly 143

reactive material for oxygen release with sufficient attrition resistance and that is easily separable 144

from fuel ashes by magnetic separation. Pre-screening was performed considering the CuO 145

fraction, the method for preparing the magnetic support and the presence of a high-temperature 146

pore former. Particles were prepared using physical mixing and pelleting by pressure. Selected 147

mixtures were prepared by a commercially scalable process, such as fluidized-bed granulation,148

and their performance for the CLOU process was studied by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)149

and in a batch fluidized bed reactor to ascertain their reactivity for oxygen release under multiple 150

redox cycles, agglomeration behaviour and attrition rates under relevant conditions.151

2. Experimental Section152

2.1 Materials153

Several Cu-based oxygen carriers were prepared in the present work, using manganese and iron 154

oxides as a support in order to increase their mechanical strength and also to provide them with 155
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magnetic properties. Two different fractions of CuO were used, 30 wt% and 60 wt%. The molar 156

ratio of manganese oxide to iron oxide was 1:1.157

158

Two methods were used to prepare the oxygen carrier. The first method involved preparing the 159

Fe-Mn support as proposed by Perez-Vega et al. [42], with a particle size of between 0.040 and 160

0.080 mm in order to maintain magnetic properties after milling, and then mixing it with the 161

selected CuO fraction. The second method involved mixing the three metal oxides together. The 162

raw materials were Mn3O4 (Micromax, Elkem), Fe2O3 (Chem Lab NV) and CuO (Chem-Lab).163

The oxygen carrier particles were prepared by either mechanical mixing followed by pelletizing 164

by pressure or by mechanical mixing followed by fluidized-bed granulation. Pelletizing was used 165

for the initial screening. Fluidized-bed granulation was used to prepare particles for further testing166

in the batch fluidized bed reactor.167

Pelletizing was carried out in a press at 160 bar to obtain cylindrical pellets with a diameter of 168

about 10 mm. These pellets were calcined at two temperatures (950 °C or 1030 °C) for 2 h to 169

increase their mechanical strength. The pellets were then crushed and sieved to obtain the desired 170

particle size (+0.1–0.3 mm). Fluidized-bed granulation was performed in a spouted fluidized bed 171

system (ProCell LabSystem, Glatt), after which the particles were calcined for 2 h at 950 °C or 172

1030 °C. The oxygen carrier particle size was also +0.1–0.3 mm. Table 1 shows all the oxygen 173

carriers prepared together with their crushing strength and magnetic permeability.174

The oxygen carriers prepared with the magnetic support are referred to as 175

“%CuO_Support_Calcination temperature use of graphite” and the oxygen carriers prepared by 176

physical mixing of the three oxides are referred to as “%CuO_Mn+Fe_Calcination Temperature177

use of graphite”. 178

179

Table 1. Prepared oxygen carriers and their main characteristics.180

Sample Oxygen carrier Cu (wt%) Graphite  (-) Crushing
strength (N)

Rate index
(%/min)

1 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950 30 No 4.5 1.8 0.6
2 30CuO_Support_950 30 No 3.0 1.5 0.5
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3 30CuO_Support_1030 30 No 2.6 2.0 0.4
4 60CuO_Mn+Fe_950 60 No 1.8 2.1 0.3
5 60CuO_Support_950 60 No 1.9 1.3 0.3
6 60CuO_Support_1030 60 No 1.1 1.5 0.4

7 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_g1 30 Yes 3.7 1.7 0.5
8 30CuO_Support_950_g1 30 Yes 3.4 1.0 0.4
9 30CuO_Support_1030_g1 30 Yes 3.3 2.1 0.4

10 60CuO_Mn+Fe_950_g1 60 Yes 1.4 1.7 0.4
11 60CuO_Support_950_g1 60 Yes 1.3 1.3 0.3
12 60CuO_Support_1030_g1 60 Yes 1.1 1.4 0.3

13 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR2 30 No 3.4 1.6 0.6
14 30CuO_Support_1100_GR2 30 No 3.6 1.7 0.6
15 60CuO_Support_1030_GR2 60 No 1.5 1.1 0.3

1g=graphite, the oxygen carriers were prepared with the addition of graphite181
2GR=granulation, oxygen carriers prepared by fluidized-bed granulation182

183

2.2 Oxygen carrier characterization184

Physical and chemical characterization was performed on the oxygen carrier particles. Crushing 185

strength was determined by measuring the force needed to fracture a particle using a Shimpo 186

FGN-5X digital force gauge. The crushing strength value reported in Table 1 was taken as the 187

average of at least 20 measurements of particles with a diameter of between 0.1 and 0.3 mm. 188

Crushing strength was higher than 1 N for all the materials prepared, considered a value suitable 189

for fluidized bed CLC systems [46]. 190

Crystalline chemical species were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra collected by a 191

Bruker D8 Advance X-ray powder diffractometer that was equipped with an X-ray source with a 192

Cu anode working at 40 kV and 40 mA, and an energy-dispersive one-dimensional detector. The 193

diffraction pattern was obtained over the 2θ range of 10º–80º with a step of 0.019º. 194

The magnetic volumetric susceptibility χv (m3/kg) of the prepared oxygen carriers was analysed195

with an MS2G (single frequency sensor) magnetic susceptibility meter from Bartington 196

Instruments. Magnetic permeability, μ (-), was calculated as follow:197

(1)198
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where is the real density of the oxygen carrier, as determined by He picnometry in a 199

Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340.200

201

2.3 Experimental installations202

2.3.1.TGA203

In order to analyse the amount of active copper in the particles and their reactivity for oxygen 204

release by the oxygen carrier, multiple redox cycles were performed in a thermogravimetric 205

analyser, CI Electronics type, which is described by Adánez et al. [47]. TGA was used to measure 206

the reactivity of the oxygen carrier with N2 from the variation in sample weight as a function of 207

time in the reduction cycles with 100 vol% N2 and oxidation with air. 208

2.3.2.Batch Fluidized Bed Reactor N2-air cycles209

Oxygen uncoupling redox multicycles were carried out in a fluidized bed reactor to understand 210

the oxygen release behaviour of the oxygen carrier under operating conditions similar to those 211

existing in the CLOU process. The agglomeration behaviour and attrition rate of the oxygen 212

carriers could also be determined. Attrition rate was calculated using the following equation:213

 
*100

*3600 %/

elut

OC
attrition

m
mv h

t
 (2) 214

where vattrition is the attrition rate (%/h); melut is the oxygen carrier elutriated from the batch215

fluidized bed reactor (recovered in hot filters and pipes, with a particle size lower than 40 µm); 216

mOC is the total mass of the oxygen carrier in the bed; and t is the operation time. A detailed 217

description of the batch fluidized bed reactor can be found in Adánez-Rubio et al. [20]. 218

219

Data evaluation 220

The evolution of oxygen carrier conversion as a function of time was calculated from the oxygen 221

outlet concentration by the following equations:222
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Oxygen Uncoupling (3) 223

Oxidation (4) 224

where X is the conversion of the oxygen carrier; is the molar flow rate of O2 leaving the 225

reactor; 
2ON is the moles of molecular oxygen that can be released by the fully oxidized oxygen 226

carrier; and t is the time.227

Mass conversion,  (-), was analysed for every cycle, which was calculated as follows: 228

(5)229

where mi is the oxygen carrier weight at a given time and mox is the fully oxidized oxygen carrier 230

weight. 231

The attrition rate, A (%/h), of the particles with a particle size lower than 40 m collected during 232

the experiments carried out in batch fluidized bed reactor was calculated as follows: 233

(6)234

Where mf is the mass elutriated from the batch fluidized bed reactor and recovered in the filters; 235

mt is the total mass of oxygen carrier in the bed; and t is the time in hours. Using stable attrition 236

rate values, it was possible to extrapolate the lifetime of the oxygen carrier particles, LT (h), as 237

follows: 238

(7)239

240

3. Results and discussion241

3.1 TGA Results242

3.1.1.Oxygen carrier reactivity243

Reactivity and the CuO active fraction of the oxygen carriers prepared were analysed by TGA at 244

two different temperatures (900 °C and 950 °C) in order to select the best materials for scale-up 245

to the batch reactor. The main reactions that can take place during reduction with N2 are 246
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decomposition of the metal oxides to release gaseous oxygen and reverse reactions during 247

oxidation:248

249

(8) 250

(9) 251

252

Of all the oxides present, only Fe spinel (Mn0.5Fe0.5)3O4 has magnetic properties. Other redox 253

reactions are possible if there is formation of mixed oxides with copper during oxygen carrier 254

preparation. However, in order to calculate the fraction of active phase for reduction by CLOU,255

the weight loss measured during reduction in N2 was considered to be attributed to one theoretical 256

(or normalized) CuO reduction. It should be noted that regeneration of Mn3O4 to Mn2O3 is limited 257

by thermodynamic constraints and has slow kinetics. Thus, this parameter considers the O2258

released from the CuO as well as some from the (MnxFe1-x)2O3, if occurring, with respect to the 259

theoretical oxygen being released from copper.260

Figures 2 shows the maximum reduction conversion obtained in the TGA experiments from the 261

third cycle at two different temperatures for materials prepared with 30% CuO (Figure 2a) and 262

60% (Figure 2b). The reduction conversion was calculated considering that the only active phase 263

was CuO, see reaction 5. The maximum reduction conversion found for all the materials tested 264

was lower than 100%, indicating that there was a loss of active CuO during oxygen carrier 265

preparation that was most likely due to the formation of mixed oxides whose support was not 266

active for oxygen release. This behaviour could signify that around 50–80 wt% of the CuO added 267

to prepare the oxygen carriers remains as an active phase for CLOU reactions.268
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269

Figure 2. Maximum reduction conversion achieved with the different oxygen carriers prepared 270
at two different reaction temperatures by TGA: 900 °C and 950 °C. (a) 30 wt% CuO; (b) 60 wt% 271
CuO.272

273

The maximum conversion after a long reduction time was considered as the active copper fraction.274

Materials with 30% CuO showed copper active fraction values ranging between 50% and 75%. 275

In most cases, these values were higher when the reduction was carried out at 950 °C. For 276

materials with 60 wt% CuO, higher active fraction values of up to 80% were observed at 900 °C. 277

However, an important decrease was found at 950 °C with copper active fraction values between 278

35% and 45%. The decrease in maximum conversion was considered to be related to the reaction 279

of the CuO with the different oxides inside the particles when the reaction temperature increased280

owing to the higher amount of CuO present in the particles. The formation of less-active mixed 281

oxides for the CLOU process would be responsible for the decrease in the conversion of the 282

oxygen carrier particles during oxidation as a result of the decrease in the active phase in the 283

oxygen carrier (e.g. CuMn2O4) at temperatures higher than 900 °C. The temperature interval for 284

the CLOU reaction in a continuous unit with solid fuels is between 800 °C and 850 °C for Cu-285

Mn mixed oxides [8, 9, 19, 33, 34, 48]. Moreover, the temperature operation window for Cu-286

based oxygen carriers is 900 °C–960 °C [4-6, 49-51]. Therefore, oxygen carriers prepared with 287
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30 wt% CuO presented a higher active fraction that would allow them to operate at 950 °C in a 288

continuous CLOU unit for solids fuels. 289

With regard to reactivity, Figure 3 shows the reduction conversion curves of the oxygen carriers 290

as a function of time at 950 °C. In all cases, there was a change in the conversion slope, which 291

could correspond to a change in the kinetic controlling mechanism from chemical reaction to 292

diffusional control or to the reaction of the mixed oxides that usually have lower reaction rates at 293

the higher temperatures. In order to complete the study into the reactivity of the samples prepared,294

the rate index (%/min) was calculated, see Table 1. 20 wt% graphite was added to samples 7–12295

in order to increase the reactivity of the oxygen carriers prepared using high temperature pore 296

formation in order to enhance the porosity of the particles. However, it can be seen that the use 297

of graphite did not show any significant improvement in reactivity or in the copper active phase 298

fraction. The addition of graphite was therefore ruled out. 299

300

301

Figure 3. Reduction conversion curves as a function of the time obtained by TGA at 950 °C for 302
the oxygen carriers with: (a) 30 wt%; (b) 60 wt%.303

304

Of the oxygen carriers prepared with 30 wt% CuO, the most reactive oxygen carrier was 305

30CuO_Mn+Fe_950, which had the highest copper active fraction and a good rate index. On the 306

other hand, of the oxygen carriers with 60 wt% CuO, 60CuO_Mn+Fe_950 showed high reactivity 307

at 900 °C, although this material has a low oxygen carrier maximum conversion at 950 °C. 308
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Moreover, this material showed a decrease in reactivity with the number of redox cycles and the 309

oxygen released in the first cycle could not be recovered during oxidation with air, decreasing the 310

final reduction conversion for the following cycles. Therefore, 60CuO_Support_1030 was the 311

oxygen carrier with the best reactivity (see Table 1) and copper active phase fraction at 900 °C 312

(Figure 2b) of the oxygen carriers prepared with 60 wt% CuO.313

3.1.2.Oxygen carrier magnetism and XRD phases 314

One of the aims of this work was to maximize the magnetism of the oxygen carrier. To do this, it 315

was necessary for the Mn-Fe mixed oxide to remain as (MnxFe1-x)3O4, in order to be as inert as 316

possible, because this species was responsible for the magnetic properties. Figure 4 shows the 317

magnetic permeability, (-), of the different oxygen carriers, both fresh and after TGA 318

experiments at 900 °C and 950 °C. All the samples can be seen to have a magnetic permeability 319

well above 1, which is necessary if a material is to be considered magnetic for separation purposes320

[16, 42]. It can be seen that the magnetic permeability of all the oxygen carriers increased after 321

their testing by TGA. This fact could be explained by: (a) the formation of a Cu-Mn or Cu-Fe 322

species with magnetic properties during the experiments or (b) the amount of Mn-Fe spinel 323

increased during the reduction but this species was not further oxidized during oxidation with air. 324

As expected, higher  was found in samples with lower a CuO content (30 wt%). Moreover,325

it can be seen that the oxygen carriers with the highest magnetic permeability were326

30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_g and 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950, both materials prepared by direct mixing of the 327

three oxides.328
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329

Figure 4. Magnetic permeability of the oxygen carrier fresh and used by TGA at 900 ºC and 950 330
ºC. (a) and (c) oxygen carriers prepared with 30 wt% CuO; (b) and (d) oxygen carriers prepared 331
with  60 wt% CuO.332

333

The crystalline phases present in the particles of the different prepared oxygen carriers were 334

analysed by XDR. The XRD diffractograms exhibited complex patterns owing to the presence of 335

mixed phases of the different compounds present in the oxygen carriers. Table 2 shows all the 336

crystal phases found for every sample analysed. A total of 18 samples were analysed – 6 fresh 337

oxygen carriers and 12 used oxygen carriers after TGA. The following mixed oxides were338

identified by XRD according to a reference pattern database compiled from the Crystallography 339

Open Database (COD) and The Powder Diffraction File (PDF): Cu0.67Fe2.233O4, Fe3O4, CuO, 340

MnO, FeMn2O4, Fe5CuO8, Cu0.5Mn0.5Fe2O4, CuFeO2, (Mn0.6FeO0.4)(Mn0.4Fe1.6), MnFe2O4,341

Mn3O4. Some of these could release O2 under CLOU conditions. The major species found in an 342

oxygen carrier sample is marked with an “M” and the minority species with an “m”. Despite 343

single Mn oxides not being identified in all the samples, those phases can be hidden by the main 344

phases, either Fe3O4 or other cubic phases present in the samples.345
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Table 2. XRD crystal phases for fresh and used oxygen carrier samples.347

348

349

When the support had been prepared previously, the main differences between the samples 350

calcined at 950 °C and at 1030 °C were due to a change in the stoichiometry of the mixed oxides, 351

but basically the same qualitative results were obtained. It was observed that the majority 352

compounds were mixed oxides of Fe-Mn and Fe-Cu. This meant that the copper had interacted 353

with the iron initially present in the Mn-Fe support during calcination. More mixed oxides crystal 354

phases appeared when the calcination temperature increased to 1030 °C, and also with redox 355

cycles including the presence of mixed oxides containing the three metals present. When 60 wt% 356

CuO was used, free CuO appeared at both calcination temperatures. 357

TGA reactions promoted the formation of Cu-Mn-Fe oxides in the materials calcined at 950 °C. 358

The materials calcined at 1030 °C were more stable in TGA, although the formation of Cu-Mn-359

Fe oxides were promoted when the material with 30 wt% CuO reacted at 950 °C. It can be seen 360

that the material with 60 wt% CuO and calcined at 1030 °C showed great stability when reacted361
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at 900 °C, also presenting a high fraction of free CuO, which was to be expected given the high 362

reactivity found for this material.363

With regard to the materials prepared without the previous support preparation step, a smaller 364

amount of free CuO was observed, the majority of the Cu being integrated as Fe-Cu or Cu-Mn-365

Fe mixed oxides. This therefore corroborates that the prior preparation of a calcined Mn-Fe 366

support at 1300 °C prevents the interaction of copper with iron or manganese. In general terms, 367

the mixed oxides formed during calcination did not vary during the reaction in the TGA368

experiments. The main changes were the disappearance of Cu-Mn-Fe oxides in the used sample 369

with 30 wt% CuO after TGA, and the appearance of this multicomponent oxide when the sample 370

with 60 wt% CuO was reacted at 900 °C. It can be concluded that there was formation of mixed 371

oxides both during calcination and during CLOU redox cycles that would affect the O2 release 372

capacity of the materials. This effect was more significant when the oxygen carrier was prepared 373

by physical mixing of the metal oxides without any pre-treatment. However, in order to ascertain 374

the stability and the effects of mixed oxide formation on the oxygen carrier CLOU reactivity and 375

O2 release rates, it was necessary to carry out multicycles by TGA.376

3.1.3.Stability of the reactivity and selection of materials to scale up377

The three oxygen carriers prepared with 30 wt% CuO showed good reactivity, good copper active 378

fraction values, high crushing strength and good magnetic behaviour. They were therefore chosen 379

for the next step. Out of the group of oxygen carriers prepared with 60 wt% CuO, 380

60CuO_Support_1030 showed the best combination of characteristics as regards reactivity, 381

copper active fraction, crushing strength and magnetism, and was therefore also chosen. 382

In order to ascertain their stability, the chosen materials were tested by undergoing multiple TGA 383

redox cycles. For this purpose, long-term TGA tests were performed in order to analyse the 384

reactivity of the oxygen carriers after multiple redox cycles. In the present work, at least 240 TGA 385

cycles were carried out, corresponding to 25 h of TGA operation.386

387
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Figure 5 shows the evolution of mass conversion with time during the 240 cycles for the four 388

previously selected oxygen carriers. It can be observed that all the oxygen carriers sustained their 389

reactivity with the cycles, making them suitable for scale-up. However, oxygen carrier 390

30CuO_Support_1030 showed an increase in mass conversion during the first 1500 seconds, after 391

which time the oxygen carrier maintained its reactivity throughout the cycles. Moreover, the 392

copper active fraction increased for this material to reach the same values as those achieved with393

30CuO_Fe+Mn_950.394

For the subsequent evaluation in a fluidized bed, three oxygen carriers were selected and prepared 395

by fluidized-bed granulation. The first of these was 60CuO_Support_1030, given its high content 396

in free CuO, which increases reactivity. Two oxygen carriers containing 30 wt% CuO were also 397

prepared: 30CuO_Support_1100, and a material that did not consist of a previously prepared Mn-398

Fe support, 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950. 30CuO_Support_950 was not chosen owing to its lower 399

reactivity compared to the other two oxygen carriers with 30 wt% CuO tested.400

401
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402

Figure 5: Long-term TGA test at 900 °C. Reduction: N2, Oxidation: air.403
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3.2 Batch reactor experiments404

Several experiments were carried out in the batch fluidized bed reactor in order to analyse the 405

behaviour of the 3 selected oxygen carriers that were prepared by fluidized-bed granulation with 406

respect to reactivity and resistance to agglomeration and attrition. During the preparation of these 407

oxygen carriers, 30CuO_Support_1030 showed low crushing strength when calcined at 1030ºC; 408

it was therefore necessary to increase the calcination temperature to 1100 ºC, thus becoming 409

30CuO_Support_1100_GR. At this calcination temperature, the oxygen carrier maintained its 410

reactivity and had good crushing strength, see Table 4. A 300-g sample of oxygen carrier was 411

introduced into the batch fluidized bed reactor. The reduction took place with 100 vol% N2, and 412

the oxidation was carried out with 5, 10 and 21 vol% O2, using N2 to balance. The total flow of 413

gas was changed from 61 to 122 cm3/s (STM) depending on the reacting temperature. Figure 6 is 414

an example of the oxygen concentration profiles measured during multiple redox cycles carried 415

out with the oxygen carrier 30CuO_Support_1100_GR at 850 °C. In this case, the reduction was 416

carried out with N2 and the oxidation with air. 417

418

419

Figure 6. Multiple redox cycles carried out in the batch fluidized bed at 850 ºC. Oxygen carrier 420
30CuO_Support_1100_GR. Reduction: N2; Oxidation: 21 vol% O2 in N2.421
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It can be seen that the oxygen concentration fell from 21 vol% to values near 1–1.5 vol% when 423

reduction started. From this point on, all the measured oxygen came from the oxygen released by 424

the oxygen carrier. The concentration continued to decrease to values close to 0.3 vol% after 1200 425

seconds. Similar behaviour was observed in all tests, with O2 concentration being a function of 426

the reacting temperature during the stage in N2.427

428

Two oxygen carriers (30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR and 30CuO_Support_1100_GR) did not present 429

agglomeration problems in the experiments at temperatures of 900 °C and 925 °C in the fluidized 430

bed reactor. However, oxygen carrier 60CuO_Support_1030_GR experienced agglomeration 431

problems when oxidized with 10 vol% O2 at 900 °C. In order to avoid the agglomeration that 432

some Cu-based materials can undergo at 900 °C [52, 53], the following redox cycle was carried 433

out at 800 °C, although agglomeration problems were again experienced during oxidation with 434

10 vol% O2. This agglomeration problem was only avoided under oxidizing conditions of 5 vol% 435

O2 at 800 °C. For these reasons, oxygen carrier 60CuO_Support_1030_GR was ruled out.436

Moreover, the oxygen release and the reactivity stability continued over multiple redox cycles. It 437

was found that both parameters were maintained after 35 h of multiple redox cycles. For example, 438

Figure 7 shows oxygen concentration (Figure 7a) and solids conversion (Figure 7b) during oxygen 439

uncoupling cycles carried out at different temperatures in the fluidized bed reactor with 440

30CuO_Support_1100_GR. The concentration of oxygen released by the oxygen carrier can be 441

seen to increase with temperature, see Figure 7a. Moreover, the oxygen concentration decreased 442

with time, showing the typical behaviour of mixed oxide oxygen carriers [19, 32]. Figure 7b443

shows that solids conversion also increased with the temperature as a consequence of the higher 444

oxygen release rate. 445
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446

Figure 7. Oxygen uncoupling cycles at different temperatures carried out with 447

30CuO_Support_1100_GR in the batch fluidized bed reactor: a) oxygen concentration; and b) 448

solid conversion.449

450

Oxygen concentration at pseudo-equilibrium as a function of the temperature was determined for451

oxygen carrier 30CuO_Support_1100_GR. For purposes of comparison, Figure 8 shows the 452

oxygen concentration at pseudo-equilibrium for 30CuO_Support_1100_GR and at equilibrium 453

for the CuO/Cu2O, Mn2O3/Mn3O4 and Cu1.5Mn1.5O4 systems [19, 32]. The oxygen concentration 454

released at each temperature was found to be between those corresponding to Cu1.5Mn1.5O4 and a 455

pure CuO/Cu2O system, being closer to the pure CuO equilibrium than to the mixed oxide. 456
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458

Figure 8. Oxygen pseudo-equilibrium concentration for 30CuO_Support_1100_GR (black 459

points) in comparison to: CuO/Cu2O (blue), Mn2O3/Mn3O4 (red) and Cu1.5Mn1.5O4/CuMnO2 from 460

Adánez-Rubio et al. [32] (green squares) system as a function of the temperature.461

462

Finally, the effect of oxygen concentration during the oxidation step was also studied for this 463

oxygen carrier. Figure 9 shows solids conversion during the oxidation step for three different 464

oxygen concentrations: 21, 10 and 5 vol% O2. When the oxygen concentration available for 465

oxidation decreased, more time was needed for oxidation. This was due to the decrease in the 466

diving force of the reaction. Except in the case of oxidation with 5 vol%, oxidation was almost 467

complete after 10 min, and all the oxygen was recovered in around 25 min.468
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469

Figure 9. Solids conversions during an oxidation period in the batch fluidized bed reactor using 470
different oxygen concentrations: 5, 10, and 21 vol% at T = 850 °C. Oxygen carrier: 471
30CuO_Support_1100_GR.472

473

The oxygen carriers prepared by granulation and tested in batch fluidized bed reactor were 474

characterized before and after experiments. Table 4 reports their main characteristics. It can be 475

observed that the crushing strength of the particles prepared by granulation was lower than that 476

of the particles prepared by pelletizing by pressure, see Table 1. However, in all cases, crushing 477

strength was higher than 1 N, which is the minimum value considered acceptable for a fluidized478

bed reactor [46]. These values decreased with reaction time for the oxygen carriers. However, the 479

decrease shown by oxygen carrier 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR after 37 h of operation in the batch 480

fluidized bed reactor was very low, around 6%. On the other hand, 60CuO_Support_1030_GR481

and 30CuO_Support_1100_GR experienced a reduction in crushing strength higher than 20% and 482

50%, respectively, also achieving values lower than 1 N in this short period of time.483
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Table 4. Main physical properties of the oxygen carriers prepared by granulation: fresh and after 488

use in the batch fluidized bed reactor.489

Oxygen carrier
Crushing

strength (N)
 (-) 

Attrition rate 

(%/h)

Rate Index* 

(%/min)

Fresh Used Fresh Used

30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR 1.6 1.5 3.4 4.9 6.5·10-4 0.6

30CuO_Support_1100_GR 1.7 0.8 3.6 3.9 1.6·10-3 0.6

60CuO_Support_1030_GR** 1.1 0.8 1.5 2.1 3.8·10-4 0.3

*Values obtained after 240 redox cycles in TGA at 950ºC.490
** agglomerated in batch fluidized bed tests.491

492

Figure 10 shows the evolution of attrition rate with time of operation. For 493

30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR, the attrition rate decreased with operation time from values of 8·10-494

3%/h in the first 5 hours, to stabilize at attrition values of 6.5·10-4%/h after 37 hours of fluidization 495

in the reactor. In the case of 30CuO_Support_1100_GR, the attrition rate decreased from values 496

of around 9·10-3%/h to values of 1.4·10-3%/h after 30 h of fluidization. 497

The extrapolated lifetime estimated for both oxygen carriers prepared by granulation from these 498

tests was very high, with values of around 1.5 105 h for 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR and 7.1 104 h 499

for 30CuO_Support_1100_GR, see Table 6. The values obtained in the batch fluidized bed reactor 500

can be used for comparison between both materials. However, previous experience shows that 501

lifetime values are considerably lower when oxygen carriers are used in continuous units with 502

interconnected fluidized bed reactors [20]. Oxygen carrier 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR showed very 503

good physical characteristics to be scaled up and used in a continuous CLOU unit. On the other 504

hand, 30CuO_Support_1100_GR, which showed a good attrition rate in the batch fluidized bed 505

reactor experiments, exhibited a crushing strength lower than 1N after 34h of fluidization,506

indicating that particle integrity was reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the mechanical 507

properties of oxygen carrier 30CuO_Support_1100_GR.508

509
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510

Figure 10. Attrition rate as a function of the hours of operation of the oxygen carriers studied in 511

the fluidized bed reactor: 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR, 30CuO_Support_1100_GR and 512

60CuO_Support_1030_GR.513

514

The magnetic permeability, (-), of the oxygen carriers studied in the batch fluidized bed reactor515

was analysed to observe any changes during redox reactions, see Table 4. Magnetic permeability516

increased significantly for 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR after use in the batch fluidized bed reactor, 517

while the increase shown by 30CuO_Support_1100_GR was lower. This behaviour can be 518

attributed, as previously indicated, to the fact that when calcined in the muffle furnace, the oxygen 519

carrier was highly oxidized, but after successive redox cycles, part of the Mn-Fe oxides was 520

reduced to spinel, (Mn0.5Fe0.5)3O4 which gave the oxygen carrier its magnetic character.521

Moreover, the fines generated in the batch fluidized bed reactor retained their magnetic character. 522

However, the low amount of fines generated by both oxygen carriers made it impossible to 523

measure their magnetic permeability value with the Bartington Instruments MS2G magnetic 524

susceptibility meter that was used.525

It can be concluded that oxygen carrier 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR showed a high rate index and 526

copper active fraction with very good characteristics that allow it to be scaled up and used in a 527
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continuous CLOU unit for solid fuel combustion. However, in the case of 528

30CuO_Support_1100_GR it would be necessary to improve its mechanical properties.529

530

4. Conclusions531

A screening was carried out of the preparation of CuO based oxygen carriers reactive for CLOU 532

process with magnetic properties for their easy separation from solid fuel ashes. The effects of 533

CuO fraction, calcination conditions and the use of a previous preparation step for the magnetic 534

Fe-Mn support or a one-step oxygen carrier preparation method were studied using 15 materials 535

prepared and tested under different conditions. The initial screening considered gaseous oxygen 536

release reactivity, copper active fraction, magnetic permeability, crushing strength and stability 537

of reactivity with redox cycles.538

Interaction between the CuO and the magnetic support reduced the amount of free CuO to values 539

of between 50% and 70% when reduction was carried out at 950 °C with initial CuO contents of 540

30 wt%. Three oxygen carriers were chosen for preparation by fluidized-bed granulation and 541

subsequent evaluation in a batch fluidized bed reactor.542

Two oxygen carriers, both with 30 wt% CuO, were selected for scale-up. One was prepared by 543

the physical mixing of components with a Mn/Fe ratio of 1:1, fluidized-bed granulation and 544

calcination at 950 ºC. The same material, using a previously calcined support as 545

30CuO_Support_1100, showed similar performance in the process. Both oxygen carriers showed 546

high reactivity for gaseous oxygen release, sustained reactivity and magnetic permeability with 547

redox cycles, with low attrition rates and no agglomeration problems. The concentration of 548

oxygen released was similar to that found with CuO oxygen carriers.549

Oxygen carrier 30CuO_Mn+Fe_950_GR with 30 wt% CuO, made using a simplified preparation 550

method and by fluidized-bed granulation, showed very good physical and chemical characteristics 551

that merit its scale-up and use in a continuous CLOU unit. 552
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